Local Heritage Assistance Fund
Summary of Projects 2015-16

1 Eyles Avenue Murwillumbah
Grant paid

$3,984.20

Total cost of improvements

$7,968.00

Description of the works

Exterior painting of the house, fencing and garage

Painting has been done to a high standard and consistent with the heritage style of the period, highlighting architectural features with
traditional use of light, mid and dark tones and colours. The house is a prominent corner location within the Hartigans Hill Heritage
Conservation Area and significantly contributes to the streetscape and the heritage conservation area.
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5 Eyles Avenue Murwillumbah
Grant paid

$925.00

Total cost of improvements

$1850.00

Description of the works

Exterior painting

Painting has been done to a high standard and now provides a consistent colour scheme suitable for the period style. The house is part
of a group within the Hartigans Hill Heritage Conservation Area and contributes to the streetscape and the heritage conservation area.
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28 Prince Street, Murwillumbah
Grant paid

$3,000.00

Total cost of improvements

$7,000.00

Description of the works

Repairs to roof sheeting and new guttering

The works included the repair of leaks and replacement of galvanised iron roof sheeting as well as new galvanised iron guttering, suitable
to the period and style of the house. The house is a contributory item within the Hartigans Hill Heritage Conservation Area and will
provide protection to the timber and iron dwelling to ensure it is not subject to decline.
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28 Prince Street, Murwillumbah
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52 Condong Street, Murwillumbah
Grant paid

$1,000

Total cost of improvements

$5,060.00

Description of the works

Exterior painting

Exterior painting of the house included removal of the black coloured trims, which were inappropriate to the period of the house.
Traditionally the stucco would not have remained natural. The painting returned the stucco to a natural beige colour and trims in green
and beige are more appropriate to the architectural style of the house.
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52 Condong Street, Murwillumbah
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St Andrews Church 16 Wollumbin Street, Murwillumbah
Grant paid

$4,000

Total cost of conservation management plan

$12,100.00

Description of the works

Restoration works to the pipe organ

This was an interesting project for the heritage grants. The heritage listed St Andrews Church includes an beautiful pipe organ. Aging
and damaged internal puffers and transformer was affecting the sound quality of the organ. Restoration of the puffers and transformer
was a specialised task and should see the continuance of the organ for many more years to come.

The St Andrews Church pipe organ

St Andrews Church 16 Wollumbin Street, Murwillumbah
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1 Tweed Valley Way, Condong
Grant paid

$2,000.00

Total cost of improvements

$6,720.00

Description of the works

Replacement of guttering

The guttering was in a bad state of repair placing the timber house at risk of further deterioration. Galvanised iron guttering has been
installed suitable to the architectural period and style of the house. The house is a contributory item within the Condong Heritage
Conservation Area and the repairs will provide protection to the timber and iron dwelling to ensure it is not subject to decline.
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1 Tweed Valley Way, Condong
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